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On a generalized product for 
domains 

Walter Dosch 
hstitut _fiiiir Mathemutik, Uninioersitijr Augshurg. D-86135 Aug,rhwg, Gwm~n~ 

Ahstruct 

Dosch, W., On a generalized product for domains, Theoretical Computer Science 119 (1993) 103% 125. 

We introduce a new product operation for domains. called I-product, uniformly covering the 

Cartesian and the smash products. We discuss its order-theoretic properties and give different 

axiomatirations for it. We also investigate the set of continuous functions from and into the 

I-product. Finally, we study the lattice of I-strict continuous extensions of operations on sets to the 

corresponding flat domains. In summary, the I-product preserves most of the well-known properties 

of the domain products while offering greater flexibility by incorporating strictness constraints into 

domain constructions. 

1. Introduction 

In the denotational description of programming languages, the meaning of a pro- 

gram is modeled by an abstract mathematical entity in a semantic domain. To render 

the meaning function total, the “value” of a nonterminating computation is denoted 

by a special element, called 1. The meaning function is defined compositionally along 

the syntactic structure of the program, i.e., the denotation of a composite phrase is 

a function of the denotations of its subphrases. More formally, the meaning function is 

the unique homomorphism from the syntactic into the semantic algebra; by initiality 

of the syntactic algebra, it is unique (cf. [6]). Therefore, the essential semantic design 

decisions for a programming language are not determined by the interpretation 

function itself, but by the choice of a specific semantic algebra. 

For interpreting the different syntactic categories of a programming language, 

various composite domains are needed. Usually, these domains are not defined anew 

by their own; rather they are constructed from simpler domains using some basic 

domain constructions, for example, forming the direct sum, the direct product, the 
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function space, or the power domain. In this way, domain constructions combine 

semantic algebras as the basic building blocks of a modular semantic description 

(cf. [14]). Here the semantic design decisions, being specific for a programming 

language, are reflected by using particular domain constructions. Thereby the 

envisaged semantic properties are “frozen” into the domain itself. 

For the product of domains, there are the Cartesian product forming the set of all 

tuples of its components, and the smash product where all tuples containing I are 

identified. The smash product is adequate for describing the argument domain of 

routines that are strict in all of their arguments, whereas the Cartesian product is 

necessary for routines that are strict in none of their arguments. However, these are 

just two borderline cases of a more general situation: Multiary routines can be strict in 

some and nonstrict in other arguments. 

To this end, we introduce the I-product as a new domain construction. This is 

a generalized product operation for domains that covers uniformly both the Cartesian 

and the smash products. It adequately models products of domains where the tuple 

constructor is strict in an arbitrary subset I of its arguments. The Z-product preserves 

most of the properties of the Cartesian resp. of the smash product while offering 

a greater flexibility in expressing particular strictness constraints. 

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the I-product together 

with its canonical operations by a concrete domain model. Then we show that the 

I-product inherits all major properties from the component domains. In Section 3 we 

investigate the structure of the set of all I-products belonging to different index sets: 

under mild restrictions it forms a complete lattice where the smash product is the zero 

element, and the Cartesian product is the unit element. In Section 4 we give an internal 

axiomatization where the I-product is characterized uniquely up to isomorphism by 

the algebraic properties of its operations. In the external axiomatization to follow, the 

Z-product is defined by functions from external trial domains. In Section 5 we 

investigate the properties of functions from and into the I-product; in particular, we 

relate strict unary functions on the Z-product with I-strict multiary functions on the 

Cartesian product. In Section 6 we discuss how multiary operations on sets can be 

extended to Z-strict continuous functions on the corresponding flat partial orders. The 

set of all Z-strict extensions of an operation forms a complete lattice. This leads to new 

results about the existence of greatest Z-strict continuous extensions. In Section 7 we 

finally outline the application of the Z-product to the denotational description of 

programming languages and to the solution of recursive domain equations. 

We assume that the reader is familiar with the denotational description of program- 

ming languages and the underlying domain theory. Nevertheless, to render the paper 

self-contained, in the appendix we briefly survey all basic notions and results used. For 

more details on the order-theoretic foundations of denotational semantics, the inter- 

ested reader is referred, for example, to [l l] or [26]. For the foundations of domain 

theory one should examine [16,20,21]. Different classes of domains are investigated 

in [S, 22-241. Introductions to lattice theory are given in [3,4, lo]. Excellent up-to-date 

surveys on domain theory resp. on denotational semantics are provided by [9,15]. 
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In this section we introduce the I-product together with its canonical operations by 

giving a concrete domain model. 

Definition 2.1. Let (Mj, F j) (j~[l, n]) be ~30 posets with least elements lj. For an 

index set I G [l, n] the I-product M1 * .!. * M, is the set 

{<x l,...,X,)I/\XiEMi\{Ii} A A .XjEMj}U{( II,...,ln)} 
isl ,E[l.N] I 

equipped with the order relation 

(x , ,..., X,)C(y, ,..., J’n) iffxjGjyjforalljE[1,n7. 

For I = 0 we obtain the Cartesian product Ml x ... x M, and for I = [l, n] the smush 

product Ml @ ... @M,. 

The I-product comprises all those tuples for which, for all icl. the ith component is 

different from li. The tuple ( i 1,. . . , I, ) represents the equivalence class of all those 

les having li as ith component for some ill. For n=O the @product is the singleton 

set { ( )}. In the sequel, we frequently use the vector notation 2 = (x1,. . . , x,) to 

denote tuples. 

Examples 2.2. Let 93 = {T, F} be the set of Boolean values, and A?‘= {I, T, F} the 

associated flat poset. 

(a) Cartesian product 93’ x a1 = &I z g”Al 

(b) Left-strict product A?’ ‘A’ 29’ 
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(c) Right-strict product B’ ‘:’ 9’ 

(1.2: 
(d) Smash product 93’ 0 28’ =B’I * 93’ U’J’) (T, F) (FJ’) (F, F) 

Since all its components Mj are posets with least elements lj, the Z-product 

M+!.*M, forms again a poset under the componentwise order with least 

element 1. On the Z-product we now define the canonical operations. 

Definition 2.3. Let (Mj, F j) (j~[l, n]) be posets with least elements lj and I G [l, n] 

an index set. For every jE[l, n] the jth projection 7cj: Ml *.!. * M,-+Mj is given by 

zj(?)=xj. The construction cons’: Ml x... x M,+M1*.!.*M, is defined by 

consl(xl,...,x,)= 
i 

2 if xi#_Li for all iEl, 

i if Xi=li for some iEl. 

The projections and the construction are monotone mappings. In the Z-product the 

least upper bounds of directed sets are determined componentwise. 

Proposition 2.4. Let (Mj, gj) (jE[l, n]) be posets, Z c [l,n] an index set, and 

S c Ml * .!. * M,. Then u S exists llfs uj7Cj(S) exists for all jE[l, n]. Moreover, if US 

exists, then US=cons’( U 1 7c1(S), , . . , U,z,(S)). 

Proof. Assume that US=? exists. We show Uj.nj(S)=sj for all jE[l,n]. Upper 

bound: For xj~zj(S) there exists 2~s. From 2 C? we get xj ~~sj. This shows 

7Cj(S) FISH. Least upper bound: Assume that 7cj(S) F jyj~Mj for all jc[l, n]. If yi= li 

forsomei~Z,thenS={i},andsj=ljcjyj.Otherwise,S~~EM,*.!.*M,;hence, 

2 F ; holds and thus Sj E j yj. 

Conversely, assume that sj = Uj71j(S) exists for all jG[l, n]. Put Sj=nj(S). If Si= li 

for some iEZ, then S= (I}, and US= 1 exists. Otherwise, :EM~ * .!. *M,, and we 
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SLOW US=?. Upper bound: Let .?ES. Then Xj~Sj, thus Xj &j Sj and hence ? & ?. This 

shows S 5 Z. Least upper bound: Assume S F ;. Then Sj ~jyj holds, therefore, Sj ~j l’j 

(j~[l, n]) and hence 2 c 5. 

This also establishes the equation u S = co&( u I 7c1 (S), . . . , u,,n,,(S)). 0 

Now we have collected all prerequisites to show that the Z-product of cpos again 

forms a cpo. 

Proposition 2.5. Let (Mj, Fj, lj) (j~[l,n]) b e complete partial orders and I G [l, n]. 

Then (M, * .?. * M,, &, i ) ,forms a complete partial order. The projections and the 

construction are continuous. 

Proof. Let D G MI * .!. *M, be directed. Then nj(D) G Mj is directed; hence Uj7cj(D) 

exists for all jE[l, n], and by Proposition 2.4 UD exists as well. The continuity of 7rj 

and cons’ follows from Proposition 2.4. 0 

If all components are posets where every directed set is finite, then the Z-product 

also has only finite directed sets, and thus forms a complete partial order. 

The finite elements of the I-product can be characterized simply: the basis of the 

I-product is the product of the bases of its components. 

Proposition 2.6. B(M1 *.!. * M,)=B(M,)*.!. *B(M,). 

Proof. Assume ZcB(M, *.f.*M,). For all jE[l,n] let Dj G Mj be directed with 

xj~jUjDj.ThcnD=D,*.!.*D,isdirectedinM,*.!.*M,with.~c UD.SinceZis 

finite, we have 2 & 2 for some JED; thus, Xj ‘jdj. This shows xj~B(Mj) for every 

jE[l,n]; therefore, ~EB(M~)*.!.*B(M,). 

Conversely, assume ZEB(M,) * .!. * B(M,,). Let D G MI *. f. *M, be directed with 

Z c U D. Then Xj ~j Uj7Cj(D) holds. Since Xj~Mj is finite, there is J’ED with 

Xj ~j71j(li’) (jE[l,n]). Since D is directed, there is ZED with {~l,...,~n} ~2. Then 

Z c Z holds, which shows ?EB(M, *.I. *M,). 0 

Besides the finiteness, the I-product also inherits the consistent completeness and 

the countable algebraicity from its components. In summary, we therefore obtain the 

following theorem. 

Theorem 2.1. If all components are domains, then their I-productforms a domain as well. 

Proof. Consistent completeness: Let S c MI * .f. *M, be consistent: S [= 2. Then 

Xj(S) Lj Xj holds; hence, by assumption, Uj~j(S) exists for every j ~[l, n], and, by 

Proposition 2.4, US exists as well. 



Countable basis: By assumption every B(Mj) is countable; hence, by Proposi- 

tion 2.6, B(Mr * .!. *AI,) is countable as well. 

Alyebraicity: From Proposition 2.6 we get B(M1 * .I. *M,, j)= B(M1, y,)* .!. * 

B(M,,y,). Thus, we have UB(M,*.I.*M,,~)=cons~(u,B(M,,y,),..., U,B(M,, 

y,))=G 0 

3. Relations between different Z-products 

In this section we investigate the relationship between the Z-products belonging to 

different index sets. The larger the index set grows, more the tuples are identified with 

the least element. This leads to a lattice structure on the set of all Z-products. 

Definition 3.1. Let (Mj, ~j) (j~[l,n]) be posets with least elements lj and 

IL JG[l,n] index sets. The inclusion iJ’:M1*.f.*M,+M1*.f.*M, is given by 

iJ’(X)=,2. The construction constJ: MI *.I. * M,+Ml *.J. *M, is defined as 

consIJ(2) = 
2 if xi # li for all icJ, 

1 if .~i=li for some iE J. 

Again the inclusions and the constructions are monotone and continuous mappings. 

Corresponding inclusion and construction mappings form an embedding pair, i.e. 

2 ‘J1 = consIJ L id,~,,.!.,,~, and cons’J~iJ’=id~,*.-l.*,M,. 

The set of all inclusion mappings as well as the set of all construction mappings are 

closed under function composition, since we have for all index sets I G J G K G [l, n] 

iJI o iKJ = iKI, 

consJK 3 consIJ = consIK. 

The set of all Z-products is closed under intersection, but not under union. 

Corollary 3.2. For all I, J c [ 1, n], we have 

Proof. Straightforward. 0 

Given a fixed set of nonsingleton components, the set of all I-products bears 

a lattice structure. 
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Theorem 3.3. Let (Mj, ~j) (j ~[l, PI]) be nonsingleton posets \~ith least elements lj. 

Dejne on the set .A ={M1*.f. * M, / I c [ 1, n] ) of‘all I-products the operations 

M1*.?.*M,UM~*.?.*M,=MI*l.n.J*M~, 

M1+.!.*M,nM,*..j.*M,=M,*‘.~.J*M,,, 

MI*.!. 
[I.nl t 

*M,=M1*...*M,. 

Then tLdii, u, n,/) f orms a Boolean lattice where the Cartesian product is the unit 

element, and the smash product is the zero element. 

Proof. Defineo:~([l,n])+.Nbyo(l)=M, * f * M,. Since all Mj are nonsingleton 

pose@ 0 is injective; hence, the meet, join, and complement operation on &’ are well 

defined. rr defines a lattice isomorphism between the powerset (9( [l, n]), n, u, V) and 

(-H, u> n> 7. 0 

The subcpo property of I-products can be characterized in different ways. 

Proposition 3.4. Let (Mj, Lj, lj) (jE[l,n]) b e nonsingleton complete partial orders 

and I, J c [l, n]. For two products P = MI * .!. *M, and Q=M1*.y.*M, in .M the 

,followiny statements are equivalent: 

(1) P is a subcpo of Q. 

(2) IzJ. 

(3) P > Q holds in the lattice order. 

Proof. (1) + (2): Assume that P is a subcpo of Q. Then P c Q holds, hence 1~ J. 

(2) * (3): Assume I 2 J. Then P n Q = P holds, hence P 3 Q. 

(3) + (1): Assume P >, Q. Then P n Q = P holds, thus I 2 J and therefore P G Q. Let 

DGP be directed and sj=ujzj(D) (jE[l,n]). By Proposition2.4, uQD= 

consJ(sI,...,sn). If Si= li for some iEZ, then UoD= icP. Otherwise 

u,D=%P. 0 

In particular, for fixed components the smash product is a subcpo of every 

Z-product, which itself is a subcpo of the Cartesian product. 

If some cpos are singleton sets, then different index sets may lead to the same 

product domain. 

Example35 Let M,={l,}, M2={12,0}, and M,={I,,T,F}. The lattice _fl has 

five elements, since MI * .‘!I * M3 =Mr *i!:?l* M, = M, *I!:% M3 = M, *l’:?‘?& M3 arc 

all singleton sets. Jz’ forms a noncomplemented distributive lattice. 

Finally, note that every I-product can solely be expressed in terms of the Cartesian 

product and of the smash product using a dyadic left- (or right-) strict product operation. 
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4. Axiomatization of the l-product 

The soundness of programming calculi widely depends on the properties of the 

domains underlying the programming language. In concrete domain models, as given 

in Section 2, such properties are implicitly contained in the representation of the 

semantic elements, whereas axiomatic definitions state them explicitly. These character- 

istic properties are determined by the algebraic laws of the operations for manipula- 

ting the semantic elements. For an axiomatic definition of domains within the 

framework of category theory see [S], and for their specification by continuous 

abstract types, cf. [13]. 

4.1. Internal axiomatization 

First we collect some characteristic properties of the Z-product which serve as 

a guideline for the internal axiomatization. 

Proposition 4.1. Let (Mj, L j) ( j E [ 1, n]) be posets with least elements lj and I E [ 1, n] 

an index set. 

(a) For all x1 EMU ,..., x,EM, we have 

~j(COnS’(X1,...,X,))= 

i 

xj if Xi # li for all igl, 

lj if Xi=li for some iE1 
(jGCL nl), 

(b) For all I?~M,*.f.*hil, we have 

consr(7c1 (2). ,7c,(Z))=.iL 

Proof. Straightforward. 0 

The internal axiomatization follows the specification methodology of abstract data 

types: the I-product is defined in terms of its components. The following unifies the 

well-known axiomatization of the Cartesian product and of the smash product; cf., for 

example, [ 161. 

Theorem 4.2. Let (Mj, ~~~ lj) (jE[l,n]) be n>l complete partial orders and 

I G [l, n]. Then there exists - up to isomorphism - a unique complete partial order P 

together with continuous functions 

c: MI x ... x M,+P, 

pj : P~Mj (jE[l, n]) 

such that for all x1 EMU,. , x,EM,, and XEP the following holds: 

(1) pj(C(Xl,...,X,))= xj 

i 

if Xi # lj for all iEZ, 

li if Xi=li for some iEZ 
(j~Cl,nlh 

(2) 
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Proof. Existence: Set P= MI *.!. *M,, c=cons’, pj=71j (jE[l,n]), and apply 

Propositions 2.5 and 4.1. 

Uniqueness: Define f:P+M1*.!.*M, by f(x)=cons’(p,(x),...,p,(x)) and 

g:MI*.!.*M,-+P by g(j)=c(7r,(;),...,n,(j)). Then f and g are continuous. We 

have .f(g(~))=.f(c(~l,...,y,)) E consl(yl,...,yn)=~ for all ~;EM~*.!.*M,,, an d 

g(f(x))=g(cons’(p,(x),...,p,(x)))=c(pl(x),...,p,(x)) ‘2 x for all xgP. Thus, f-g= 

id,,l, l .!.*,~. and g zf= id, holds; hence P and MI *. f. *M, are isomorphic. Cl 

4.2. External axiomatization 

In an external axiomatization the I-product is defined by the properties of functions 

from external trial domains. Functions leading into the components can only be 

combined to a single function leading into the Z-product if they are compatible in the 

following sense. 

Definition 4.3. Let I G [l, n]. A family (fj: M+Mj)jGII,,l of functions from a poset 

M with least element I into posets Mj with least elements lj is called Z-consistent, if, 

for all XE M, 

V ,1;(x) = Ii implies A fj(X)=Ij. 

ieI jE[l.nI 

As a guideline for the external axiomatization, we first state the following universal 

property. 

Proposition 4.4. Let (Mj, Ej, lj) (je[l, n]) b e complete partial orders and I E [l, n]. 

For all complete partial orders M and all l-consistent functions (fj : M~Mj)j~(l.“], 

thereexistsaunique,functionf:M~M,*.f.*M,withfi=71jof(jE[1,n]). 

Proof. Existence: Put f (x)=cons’(fi(x), . . ..fn(x)). If J(x)= ii for some iE1, then 

f(x) = I ; hence 71j( f (X)) = lj=fj(x) by the I-consistency (jG [ 1, n]). Otherwise, 

fi(x)#li for all iEl, and ~j(f(x))=fj(x) holds for all jE[l,n]. 

Uniqueness: Letg,h: M-+M1*.!. * M, be as assumed. Then nj 2 g =Ji = rcj ; h holds 

for all jE[l, n]; hence g=h. 0 

We now introduce the corresponding tupling operation on functions. In functional 

languages like FP [ 11, the function construction belongs to the basic program forming 

operations. 

Definition 4.5. Let (Mj, ‘j) (jE[O,n]) be partial orders with least elements lj and 

I c [l, n]. Then the function construction 

const#: [MO-+M1] x ... x [M,,-+M,,]+[Mo+M1 *.f. * M,] 

is defined by constr’( fi, , fn)(x) = cons’(fi(x),...,fn(x)) (REM,,). 
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The function construction preserves the semantic properties of its argument 

functions; it also has a simple recombination property. 

Corollary 4.6. Zf all functions ( jj : M,, +Mj)j,(l,,) are strict (monotone, continuous), 

then con&( fi, . . , fn) is again strict (monotone, continuous). Moreover, for all functions 

f: Mo-+M1 *.I. *M, we have f= constrl(nI of;. , n, of). 

Proof. The composition of strict (monotone, continuous) functions is strict (mono- 

tone, continuous). Moreover, for all XE MO we have constr’(z, af; . . . , n, af)(x)= 

cons’(nl(f(x)),..., n,(f(x)))=f(x) by Proposition 4.1(b). q 

The universal property above leads to the following external axiomatization where 

the I-product is characterized by the properties of functions from an external trial 

domain. 

Theorem 4.7. Let (Mj, Ej, lj) ( j~[l, n]) b e complete partial orders and I E [l, n]. 

Then there exists - up to isomorphism - a unique complete partial order P together with 

l-consistent continuous functions (pj : P~Mj)j,[l,,, such that for all complete partial 

orders M and all I-consistent (strict) continuous functions (fj: M+Mj)j,(l,,] there is 

2 unique (strict) continuous function f: M-+P with fj = pj c f ( j E [ 1, n]). 

Proof. Existence: Set P=M1*.!.*M,, pj=nj (je[l,n]), f=constrt(f,,...,f,), and 

apply Proposition 4.4 and Corollary 4.6. 

Uniqueness: Let (PI; pi ,..., p,‘) and (P2; p: ,..., p,“) be as assumed. Setting 

M=P,,P=P,,andf;:=pj(jE[l,n]),weobtainf:P,~P,withpf=pj~f(jE[l,n]). 

Setting M=P2, P=P1, and fj’pj2 (je[l,n]), we obtain g:P2-+PI with 

$=pj og (jE[l,n]). This shows pf =pf ogof Moreover, setting =P1, P=P1, and 

fj=pj , we obtain pf =pj’ 0 idr,; hence, by uniqueness, g cS= idr,. With a similar 

argument we obtain f c g = id,,. Thus, PI and P2 are isomorphic. 0 

Replacing the uniqueness part in the above theorem by the recombination property 

3f the function construction, we obtain the following axiomatization. 

Corollary 4.8. Let (Mj, ~j, lj) ( je[l, n]) be complete partial orders and I G [l, n]. 

Then there exists (up to isomorphism) a unique complete partial order P together with 

!-consistent continuous functions (pj : P-tMj)j,[l,.] such that for all complete partial 

orders M the following holds: 

(1) For all l-consistent (strict) continuous functions (fj: M+Mj)j,z(l,n, there 

s a (strict) continuous function f: M-+P with fj=pj”f ( je[l, n]). Denote f by 

:‘(f1,...A. 
(2) For all continuous functions h : M+P we have h=c’(p, 0 h, . . . , p,, 0 h). 
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5. Functions from and into the Z-product 

In this section we treat multiary functions from the I-product and multivalued 

functions into the l-product. 

5.1. Functions from the l-product 

There are essentially two views of polyadic functions: one may either conceive of 

them as multiury functions taking several parameters or as unary functions taking 

a tuple of arguments. These two conceptions lead to isomorphic domains. First we 

generalize the notion of strictness from unary to multiary functions. 

Definition 5.1. Let (hilj, ids) be posets with least elements lj (j~[l,n+ 11) and 

I G [I, n] (n> 1). A multiary function f’: MI x ... x M,+M,+ 1 is called Z-strict if 

.f(X1,...,~,)=~,+1 whenever Xi= li for some ill. 

Note that an I-strict function is strict at least in the arguments from the index set I; 

it may, however, also be strict in other arguments. 

Example 5.2. Consider the following extensions 

or, lor, ror, por : & x SP-+.“A’ 

of the dyadic disjunction from the set S?= {T, F } of Boolean values to the flat poset 

-L T F ror 

I I I I 

T T T T 

I T F F 

I T F por I T F 

I T 1 

t 

I I T I 

I T T T T T T 

_L T F F i T F 

or is strict in both, lor only in the first, and ror only in the second argument. In [25, 

p. 7741 these cases are called “bistrict”, “ left-strict”, and “right-strict”, respectively. 

The function por is strict in no single argument. 

There is a natural isomorphism between a subcpo of I-strict multiary functions and 

strict unary functions on the I-product. 

Proposition 5.3. Let (Mj, L~,_L~) (j~[l,n+l]) be complete partial orders and 

I c [ 1, n] an index set. Then we have 



Proof. Let F={f:M,x...xM,,$%M n+~ lf(ll,..., ln)=In+l} and Y= 

[M, * .!. *M StriCt ,, - M,+l]. Define F: 5-g by F(f) (Z)=f(i’@(Z)). Then F(f) is 

strict for all ~EF, hence F is well-defined. Moreover, define G: 3+9 by 

G(g)(~)=g(cons”‘(2;)).If~=ior~i=liforsomei~I,thenG(g)(~)=I,+,;thusGis 

well-defined. F and G are continuous with F 0 G = idCq and G c F = id9 ; therefore 9 and 

9 are isomorphic. a 

Similarly, the corresponding subcpos of monotone and of continuous functions are 

isomorphic. For nonempty index sets, the previous proposition can be simplified. 

Corollary 5.4. Let (Mj, Fj, lj) ( Jo [ 1, II + 11) be complete partial orders and 

@#I c [ 1, n] an index set. Then we have 

[M, x ... x M, 
I-stnct strict 

- M,+l] zz [M1*.!.*M,- M,+l]. 

In particular, a [l, n]-strict multiary function corresponds to a strict unary 

function on the smash product. Moreover, for I #@ every I-strict function 

f: M, x ... x M,+M,+l can be uniquely factorized as .f=g - cod with g : Ml * .!. * 
stnct 

Mn-M,+I. 

Example 5.5. The extensions of the Boolean disjunction from Example 5.2 may be 

equivalently regarded as strict unary functions on the corresponding I-products 

(cf. Example 2.2) 

with the following tables: 

or 

(T,l) 
<F,l) 

T <T,T) 
T (T>F) 
T (F,T) 
F (F>F) 

I (Ll> 
(LT) 
(LF) 

T 
I 
T (T>T) 
T (T>F) 
T (F>T) 
F (F,F) 

I (Ll> 
T (AT) 
1 (LF) 

(T>l) 
(F,l) 

T (T>T) 
T (T,F) 
T (F.T) 
F (F.F) 
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Note that por viewed as a unary function is strict, whereas viewed as a dyadic function, 

por is strict in no single argument. 

Monotonicity and continuity of multiary functions from the I-product can be 

checked for each argument separately. 

Definition 5.6. Let (hilj, 5 j) (j~[l, n+ 11) be posets with least elements lj, I G [l, n], 

and f:M1*.!.*M,-+M,+l a function (~132). For all j~[l,n] and .xl~MI,..., 

xj_1EMj_l,.uj+,EMj+,,..., x,EM, the jth urgument function 

f\, \,_,y,., -\,:Mj+Mn+l 

of fis given by f,,. ,,_I,i,i.. ,.(Xj)=.f(cons’(x,, . . . . x,)). 

Proposition 5.7. Let (Mj, ~j, lj) (,j~[l, n+ 11) he complete partial orders, I c [l.n], 

and f:M,*.!.*M,+M,+, a function (n > 2). Then f is monotone (continuous) ifs all 

uryument ,functions off are monotone (continuous). 

Proof. Straightforward. 0 

5.2. Functions into the l-product 

For multivalued functions leading into the l-product, the situation is comparably 

simple: The projections factorize the result tuple, and everything can be checked 

componentwise. 

Proposition 5.8. Let (Mj, 5j, lj) (jE[O, >I]) be complete partial orders, I G [l, n], und 

,f: Mo+M1 * .f. * M, a ,function. 

(a) Zf f is strict, then nj -f is strict for all jE[l, n]. 

(b) If 7Ci 0 f is strict for some iEI, then f is strict. 

(c) f is monotone (continuous) iff all 7(j 0 f ( jE[l, n]) ure monotone (continuous). 

Proof. Straightforward. 0 

6. l-strict continuous extensions of operations on sets 

The basic operations like +, -, x , A, V of the data structures underlying a pro- 

gramming language are usually defined as multiary functions between sets. For the 

denotational description, these carrier sets are enlarged to flat posets by adjoining 

a I-element, and the operations are extended into monotone and hence continuous 

functions. 
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With unary operations, there is the choice only for constant functions whether to 

extend them in a strict or nonstrict way. However, multiary operations in general 

possess a variety of possible nonstrict extensions. Besides in the naturally (= strictly) 

extended functions one often is also interested in more defined nonstrict extensions, 

compare the extensions lor, ror, and por of the disjunction in Example 5.2. Thus, we 

now investigate how an n-ary operation 

g: M, x ... x M,,-sM,,+~ 

on sets Mj can be extended into an l-strict monotone and hence continuous function 

on the Cartesian product of the flat posets M,IJ= M~u {lj} (lj$ Mj) (j~[l, n]). 

Definition 6.1. A function f: M:’ x ... x Mi”+M,I;‘i is called an extension of an 

operation g: Ml x ... x M,+M,+l (denoted by g=fl Ml x ... x M,), if for all 

ZEM~ x ... x M, one has f(Z) =g(Z). The set of all Z-strict continuous extensions of an 

operation g is denoted by B’(g). 

Of course, &l(g) is partially ordered as a subset of the respective function space. 

Corollary 6.2. For every operation g : Ml x ... x M,-+M,+ 1 and index set I c [ 1, n], 

the set 8’(g) forms a subcpo of the function space [Mi’ x ... x M$” w M,L;‘i]. 

Proof. The natural extension 9: M:’ x ... x M,I”+Mi;‘i given by 

g(g)= 
1 

I n+l if Xj=lj for some jE[l,n]: 

g(Z) if xj~Mj for all j~[l,n]. 

is the least element in d’(g). Moreover, g”(g) is closed under forming suprema: Let 

Gc&‘(g) be directed and ,?EM~’ x ... x Mi” with xi=_Li for some ill. Then 

(UG)(Z)=U,+,G(?)=_L,+,; hence, UG is I-strict as well. 0 

The cpos used in the denotational description of programming languages are 

upward-complete only with respect to directed sets. Hence, for arbitrary subsets, least 

upper bounds in general do not exist. Nevertheless, the subcpo b’(g) possesses both 

a join and a meet operation. 

Proposition 6.3. Let Mj ( j E [ 1, n + 11) b e nonempty sets, g: Ml x ... x M,+M,+, an 

operation and I G [l, n]. The set a’(g) f orms a distributive lattice under the operations 

fuh: ~+-+fG)U.+lhG), 

fn h: 2 t+f (2) nn+ 1 h(2), (’ hEB’(g))’ 

Proof. Let T=M1 x ... xM,bethesetoftotalandP=M:‘x...xM$”\T thesetof 

partial tuples. For ?EM:~ x ... x M,i” let total(?)={yETI 2 z j}. 



(a) The function ,j”U h is well defined: If ZET, then f(.?)=g(i~)=h(g); hence 

.fGUn+l h(Z) exists. If .?EP and xi=ii for some ill, then f(Z)= 1,+r =h(g), hence 

f(.?) Un+ 1 h(Z) exists. Otherwise, XfgP and .~i# _Li for all iEI. For every i~total(.?), 

we have ,f(.?) K~+ lf( T) and h(Z) K~+ I /I( J;) by monotonicity. Thus ,f(.?), 

h(Z) L,,+~ g(y); hence If(;), h(.?)} forms a chain in the flat poset Mf;‘i, and 

f(-3Un+, h(,?) exists. 

(b) For all ,f;hE&(g) we have fu he&‘(g): Obviously fu h is an Z-strict exten- 

sion of g. Moreover, fu h is monotone, since, for all .?, YE Mi’ x ... x Mt. with _? c 3 

we have f(~)UH+1&3 ~,+if(?) Un+l h(j). 
(c) The function ,fn k is well defined, since M,I;‘i is flat. 

(d) For all f; IzeB’(g) we have fn kEB’(g): Obviously, fn k is an Z-strict exten- 

sion of g. Moreover, j”n k is monotone, since, for all ;, YE Mi’ x ... x Mi” with ? c j 

we have .fG) n,,+, 6) L,~+~ .G) nn+, h(F). 
(e) Let k, I,me&‘(g) and .?~Mfl x ... x Min. In the flat poset M,I;‘i k(z) nn+, 

(G) Un+ 1 flw=(kw nn+, w~,+,(k(.~) n+l m(2)) holds, since by (a) and (c) 

the respective lubs and glbs exist. This shows k n (/ U m)= (k n I) U (k n m). Cl 

The lattice &I(g) has a greatest element. 

Theorem 6.4. Let g: Ml x ... x M,+M,+l he an operation on nonempty sets Mj und 

I G [l, n]. Then g possesses a greatest continuous l-strict extension 

S’ I Mtl x ..’ X MkO+Mi;.i. 

Proof. Let again T=M1 x ... xM, be the set oftotal and P=Mf’x... xM,‘“\Tthe 

set of partial tuples. Put Q=(.?EP 1 -Ui=li for some iEl}; for .?EM:’ x ... x M,$ let 

rota/(.~)=(2;~TJ.~cI;). Definey’:M;‘x...xM,L”~M,I;‘i by 

g(Z)= c 

I 

gG) if .<E T, 

if ?EP\Q and g(total(Z))= (cl, 

I ,r+l (if .?EP\Q and ~g(roral(.~))J>2) or .?EQ. 

g’ is an extension of g, since g1 1 T= g. 

S’ is monotone: Let ,?,4;~Mf’x ... x Mf” with ,? EF. If ZET, then z=y and 

#(Z)=g’(L;). If .?EP\Q and g(total(Z))= {c), then total(y) c total and 

gl(.?)=c=g’(j). Otherwise, g’(?)=l,+, ~~~~ g’(j). 

g1 is greatest: Let k be another monotone I-strict extension of g and 

ZEMf’ x ... x M;“. If ,?ET, then h(Z)=g(.?)=g’(?). If .?EP\Q and g(total(?))=(c), 

then for j~total(.?) we have k(Z) c,,+~ k(j)= c =#(2) by monotonicity of k. If 

~EP\Q and ig(total(x))l32, then there exist j,?~totul(.?) with g(;)#g(?). By mono- 

tonicity it follows k(,?) [=n+l k(F)=g(j) and k(2) G~+~ k(Z)=g(Z). Since Mk;‘i is flat, 

we have Il(?)=l,,+, ~,,+~g’(?). Otherwise, ~EQ, then k(?)=I,+,=$(?). 0 

Corollary 6.5. (B’(g), n, U) forms u complete lattice. 
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Proof. For every nonempty subset G -~b’(g), the greatest lower bound 

.? I-+ nn+ 1 G(.?) exists in &Y”(g). By Theorem 6.4, B’(g) has a greatest element; 

the lattice (&(g), n, u) is complete. 0 

nG: 

hence 

Examples 6.6. (a) For the constant function true: 93 x 8-B on Boolean values with 

true(x,y)=T for all x,y~g, the lattice @(true) has 1 +CfzO (t)= 17 elements. 

(b) For the disjunction V : 93 x 3 +28 the lattice @( V ) is isomorphic to the power 

set P( { 1,2)). Its 2* = 4 elements or, lor, ror, por were introduced in Example 5.2. 

(c) For the addition + : _ I ̂  x .f ” -t_~$’ of natural numbers, the lattice a’( +) degener- 

ates for every I G [ 1,2] to the singleton set { q 1 comprising just the strictly extended 

addition function. 

(d) For the multiplication x : ./1’ x ,,I ‘+,1’ of natural numbers, the lattice a”( x ) is 
isomorphic to the power set a( { 1,2}). The four extensions only differ in the values of 

the products 0 x I and I x 0. 

The Z-strict extensions belonging to different index sets can easily be related. 

Proposition 6.7. For all operations g : Ml x ... x M,+M,+ 1 and index sets 

I E J 5 [l,n], aJ(g) is a complete sublattice of B’(g) and $’ L 4’ holds. 

Proof. From I c J it follows gJ(g) 5 8’(g). For every F c R’(g) we have 

(u,~c,,F)E@(g) and (n81,,, F)E&‘(g). Hence &(g) is a complete sublattice of B’(g). 

Thus, for the unit elements, g”=ubJ(g) r= uW’(g)=g’ holds. 0 

In particular, for I = 8 we obtain from Theorem 6.4: 

Corollary 6.8. Ez:ery operation g : MI x ... x M,-t M,+ 1 on sets Mj possesses 

a greatest continuous extension S: M:’ x ... x M,i”-Mi;‘;. 

Example 6.9. Consider the conditional projection c: G? x ,C‘ x ,t’“+,hV given by 

if b=T, 
if b=F (m,nEA‘). 

The greatest continuous { I)-strict extension cl -‘I) is the sequential conditional cond: 

.G?l” x ,1-” I x .,I”’ I +.A ‘I I with 

cond(b, x, y) = 

i 

X if b=T, 

y if b=F, (x,y~.,t”’ I). 

1, if b= I,, 

The greatest continuous extension C is the parallel conditional parcond: 

$3’” x ,I” ( x Jnl f +dl”L I given by 

X if b=T or x = L’, 

parcond (b, x, y) = y if b=F or x=y, (x,yGJ1”L ’ ). 

1, if b=l, and X#JJ 
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Obviously, cond L parcond, since { 1) 2 8. Note that the lattice &:“(c) is infinite: for 

everykE.l” thefunctionck:B’++xul-” ~..1”~~-+_1-‘~ given by 

( s if h=T and (.x=k or y#L,, ), 

Y if b=F 
Ck(b,.%Y)= 

J-, if b=18 

and 

or 

(J=k or x#I, ), 

(x # k and y=I, ) 

or (y#k and x=-L, ) 

is an element of 8”’ (c). 

Observe that partial operations on sets in general do not possess a greatest I-strict 

continuous extension on the corresponding flat posets since the different extensions 

may be incomparable. 

Example 6.10. The nowhere defined partial function Q: 53 x 23 -+%’ has exactly 16 

maximal continuous extensions to d’ x 29 9 ‘-+.@ which are pairwise incomparable. 

7. Applications 

Finally, we outline some applications of the I-product to the denotational descrip- 

tion of programming languages and to the solution of recursive domain equations. 

7. I. Call-by-u&e cersus call-hqwame 

As our first application, we revisit the well-known difference between call-by-value 

and call-by-name. Consider a (possibly recursive) routine declaration (for the notation 

see PI) 

functf=(s,x,,...,s,x,)s,+,:e 

where the sj are sorts like bool, nat or string (1 <j <n + l), the x, are pairwise 

different parameters (1 d k d n), and the expression e of sort s,, 1 constitutes the body 

of the abstraction. In a call-by-value semantics, upon a call f( e, , . , e,) all argument 

expressions es are evaluated first; then their values are passed to the body e of the 

abstraction. If the computation of some argument expression e, diverges, then the 

computation of the entire function application f (e, , . . , e,) diverges as well. Denota- 

tionally, the value of a nonterminating computation is modeled by 1. Thus the 

interpretation [ fj of f is a [l, n]-strict function, or equivalently a strict function 

on the smash product, where Sj are the carriers associated with the sorts sj (1 <j < n). 

In contrast, in a call-by-name semantics, the argument expressions e, are substituted 
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into the body e of the routine; then the body is evaluated. Thus if some argument 

expression ek does not occur (decisively) in the body e, the evaluation of the applica- 

tion f(e,, . . . . e,) can terminate although the computation of some eh diverges. 

Denotationally, the routine f denotes a nonstrict function 

on the Cartesian product. 

Call-by-value and call-by-name can be incorporated into one and the same pro- 

gramming language by providing the following more general function abstraction: 

For each parameter x, in an abstraction, it is specified syntactically whether 

the argument expression itself or its value should be passed in an application; for 

example as 

functf-(s,x,,values,x,, . . ..s.x,)s,+r:e. 

Such a generalized function declaration denotes an I-strict function or equivalently 

a strict function 

on the I-product. Here the index set I contains exactly those parameter positions that 

are transmitted by value. This generalized abstraction allows the programmer to use 

the parameter mechanisms of routines deliberately in order to exploit the benefits 

both of call-by-value and of call-by-name. 

This idea can be traced back to ALGOL 60 (cf., for example, [ 17, p. 1801) where 

formal parameters to be called by value where designated in the procedure heading by 

the key word value. 

7.2. Recursive domain equations 

As a second application we consider recursive domain equations (see [25]). For 

example, sequences ,4u of natural numbers are specified by the equation (cf., for 

example, [18, Ch. 111) 

where &=(l,.,()} comprises the undefined sequence and the empty sequence, and 

@ denotes the amalgamated direct sum. Using the I-product, the generalized domain 

equation reads 

.4P=eoP:Y (Ic_(l,2}). 

For I = { 1,2} we obtain the domain 
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of finite sequences of proper natural numbers with the flat order 

sEt iff s=l, ors=t (s,tEY) 

having no limit points. 

For I = { 1) we obtain the domain 

Y=~l’*x(l.}u.l‘*u*I’” 

of partial, finite, and infinite streams of proper natural numbers with the order 

s&t iff s=(s*,l,) and 

(t=(i,I<,) and Sgt^ or t~,t‘*u_l’~ and s*a t) 

where a denotes the prefix relation on ,,+‘*u,l ‘I: 

.Y ZS L’ iff +E,t’*u.,II‘“‘: x&r=y (x,~le. l‘*u,l’“) 

For I = (2) the solution is the nonflat one, but limit-free domain 

CY=(,,t’L)*u (I,) 

of finite tuples of possibly undefined natural numbers equipped with the component- 

wise order 

sGt iff s=l, or 

s, tE(. 1 -I)* and Isl=ltl and VjE[l,/sl]: Sj=_L or Sj=tj. 

Finally, for I = 8 the solution is the domain 

Y=(_V”‘)* x {l.}u(_P)*u(. CPL)= 

of partial, finite, and infinite streams of possibly undefined natural numbers ordered 

by 
sit iff s=($l,) and (t=(f,I:,) and S<t* or 

t~(,l”)* u(_ tTi)E and s^ 5 t) or 

s,r@.h”L)* and Isl=lt/ and sit or 

s, t~(_,tV“)~ and s 5 t, 

where 5 denotes the less-defined prefix relation on (_/t”)* u (A”i)3c: 

X<Y iff \xI<I~I and VjE[l,lxl]: xj=l or Xj=yj 

8. Concluding remarks 

Originally, the denotational semantics of programming languages was used as 

a technique for formally assigning meanings to programs [12, 191, for introductions 



see [7] or [27]. Beyond this interpretation aspect, denotational semantics in the 

meantime has grown into a method of language development (cf. [lS]). Also imple- 

mentations aiming at a rapid prototyping of language definitions can be derived from 

the denotational description. In order to reflect the semantic design decisions of 

a programming language properly, one needs domain constructions that allow ex- 

pressing flexibly particular strictness constraints. 

A research similar to this paper can also be carried out for the direct sum of 

domains. Here the coalesced resp. the amalgamated sum corresponds to the direct 

sum where all the least elements of the components are kept separate resp. are all 

identified. These two domain constructions are just two borderline cases of a more 

general situation. Also when forming the direct sum of domains, an arbitrary subset of 

the least elements of the components may be identified. This shows that the identifica- 

tion of certain subsets of least elements in domain constructions is quite a general 

issue. 

Appendix. Basic definitions and results 

A partial order (M, c ), for short poset, consists of a nonempty set M and a reflexive, 

transitive, and antisymmetric relation L on M. It is called jut or discrete, if there is 

an element _L in M such that for all x, YE M, x E y holds iff x= I or x =y. The 

order relation reflects the growth of computational information; the least element 

I corresponds to “no information” and denotes program (part)s with aborting or 

nonterminating computations. 

A function f: M 1 -‘Mz between posets is called monotone, if it preserves the order, 

i.e. f(x) K 2f(y) holds whenever x r= i y. For monotone functions the information 

contents of the result increases as the information contents of the argument grows. 

A function f: Ml +M, between posets with least elements lj is called strict, if it 

preserves the least element, i.e. f(ll)= L2. Thus, a strict function needs some 

information about its argument to yield a nontrivial result. Strict functions from flat 

partial orders are monotone, whereas monotone functions into flat partial orders are 

strict or constant. 

An element XEM is called an upper (lower) bound of a subset S c M, denoted by 

S L x (x E S), if s L x (x L s) holds for all SES. A subset S of a poset M is called 

bounded or consistent in M, if it has an upper bound in M. An element of M is called 

least upper bound of a subset S and denoted by US, if it is the least element in the set of 

upper bounds of S in M. The greatest lower bound, denoted by nS if existing, is 

defined dually. A nonempty subset D of M is called directed, if every finite nonempty 

subset S G D is bounded in D. (M, z , I) is called a complete partial order, for short 

cpo, if (M, G ) is a poset with least element I where the least upper bound u D exists 

for every directed subset D c_ M. The directedness of sets is preserved under monotone 

functions. Moreover, posets having only finite directed sets are complete; in particular 

every flat poset is complete. 
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For algorithmic language constructs one can concentrate on functions which 

preserve the least upper bounds of directed sets. Accordingly, a function f: MI -+MZ 

between complete partial orders is called continuous if for all directed sets D G M, the 

supremum u 2 f(D) exists and f( u I D) = u 2 f(D) holds. An equivalent character- 

ization reads: a function f: Ml +M, is continuous iff f is monotone and 

,f(U 1 D) L z U2 f(o) holds for all directed sets D G M 1. In particular, monotone 

mappings from flat posets into cpos are continuous. 

Two cpos Ml, M, are called isomorphic (denoted by Ml z M2), if there is an 

isomorphism f: M, -‘Ml, that is, ,f’ is bijective, and both f and ,f-’ are monotone. 

Isomorphisms between complete partial orders are strict. 

Often a subset of a cpo constitutes itself a complete partial order under the induced 

order relation. Thus a subset S E M of a cpo M together with an element 1,~s and 

the induced relation c s = L M n S x S is called a subcpo of M, if (S, L s, IS) forms 

a complete partial order and UwD = USA holds for all directed sets D E S. Equiva- 

lently, a subset S of M forms a subcpo iff S has a least element IS and U,u DES holds 

for all directed sets D c S. The monotonicity resp. continuity of functions into 

a subcpo can easily be checked by referring to the entire cpo. 

For a set Ml and a cpo Mz, the .function space [M, +M2] forms itself a cpo under 

the order relation induced by M2 : f c g holds iff 1(-u) L 2 g(x) holds for all XE M 1. The 

least upper bound of a directed set F of functions is determined pointwise: UF 

exists iff UZF(x) exists for all XEM. Moreover, if UF exists, then we have 

(UF)(X)=~,F(.X) for all .xEM~. The subsets [Ml B M2] of monotone 

functions, [M, 3 M,] of strict functions, and [M, B Ml] of continuous 

functions all constitute subcpos of [M1+M2]. 

An element x of a cpo M is called$finite or compact, if for all directed sets D E M, 

x c UD implies x 5 d for some LED. The set B(M) of finite elements of M is called 
the basis of M. A limit point of M is a nonfinite element of M. Thus a finite element 
represents a finite amount of information. For example, in a flat poset all elements are 
finite. The finite elements of a complete partial order are also finite w.r.t. any subcpo. 

A cpo is called consistently complete (also bounded complete, see for example [24, 

p. 1 lo]), if all consistent sets have least upper bounds. For example, every flat poset is 

consistently complete. The consistent completeness of a cpo is inherited by its 

subcpos. 

For an element x of a cpo M, B(M, x)= {DEB) y L .xj denotes the set of Jinite 

approximations of x in M. M is called countably algebraic, if B(M) is countable and 

U B(M, x)=x holds for all XE M. Thus in a countably algebraic cpo there are only 

countably many finite elements. Moreover, every limit point is the supremum 

of its finite approximations. Finally, a domain is a consistently complete countably 

algebraic complete partial order. 

A poset (M, L ) forms a lattice (M, U, n), if for all x, ye M, x U y and x n y exist. 

Conversely, let (M, -, -) be an algebra with two dyadic operations fulfilling the laws 

of commutativity, associativity, and absorption. Then the associated partial order 

(M, r= ) can be retrieved by setting x L y iff X-Y = x. 
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A lattice A4 is called complete, if US and nS exist for all subsets S IL M. Equiva- 

lently, M is complete iff M has a greatest element and nS exists for all nonempty 

subsets S G M. A complete lattice M has a zero element 0 = n M and a unit element 

l=HM. 

A lattice M is called distributive, if x n (y u z)=(x n y) u (x n z) (or equivalently 

xu(Ynz)=(xuY)n(+jZ)) h ld f o s or all x, y, ZE M. A lattice with a zero element 

0 and a unit element 1 is called complemented if for all XE M there is REM with 

x n y=O and x u y= 1. Finally, a Boolean lattice is a (uniquely) complemented 

distributive lattice. 
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